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ing is a rhetorical process; truth is a constituent of knowledge; truth can be firmly
secured, perhaps even established with
certainty; pluralistic concepts of knowledge are mistaken; truth is not field dependent; coherence and consistency are not
sufficient warrants for knowledge clai~ns;
there can be a free market of ideas, but it is
imperiled by t h e information society,
which increasingly requires deference to
the authority of experts; all knowledge
claims are inherently linguistic, since they
are expressed in propositional language,
but language is not a criterion of knowledge; knowing and perceiving are separate
and distinct activities, and perception is
not dependent on language; the truth
claims of scientists and lay people do not
differ in kind-both are subject to similar
tests of veracity within a rhetorical epistemology; Descartian dualism is secured by
the erroneous assumption that mind (ideas)
and body (physical entities) have a different ontological status; the traditional
philosophical pursuit of universal truth is
warranted. In sum, Cherwitz and Hikins
claim that a rhetorical epistemology secured in direct realism can solve the mindbody problem, break down the bars of the
prison house of language, reclaim the virtue of immaculate perception, exorcise relativism, and reaffirm the integrity of the
quest for certainty.
These startling claims are not dogmatically asserted. Rather, in the venerable
tradition of philosophic scholasticism, each
premise is painstakingly secured by what
Cherwitz and Hikins describe as a method
that “is faithful to the almost-lost sense of
the Greek’s term ‘dialectic’-discourse
conceived as the pursuit of serious inquiry.” For example, defense of the quest
of universals is based upon a relational
ontology which, the authors claim, bears no
r e s e m b l a n c e to Platonic forms. T h e
relationalist view asserts that meaning can
be established only in relationships and
that knowledge is therefore a relational
process that permits assignment of general
qualities to entities that share common
“identities.” Within this schema, univer-
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sals are treated as products of identical
relations. If you accept the authors’ first
principles, the supporting arguments make
sense. Every angel is neatly arranged on
the point of the appropriate pin. Objections
are anticipated and carefully countered.
Constructivist arguments are not ignored;
they are systematically weighed and found
wanting. In short, good arguments-coherent and consistent arguments-are
presented in support of a view that currently
has little influence in the academy.
The best ofthese arguments, in my view,
is the argument for conceiving of rhetoric“the art of describing reality through language”-as a discovery process. In developing this thesis Cherwitz and Hikins
iclentify specific criteria (difkrcntiation, association, preservation, evaluation, and
perspectivism) that must b e met before
they would grant a rhetorical claim
epistemic status. These criteria subject the
dialectics empowered by rhetorical epistemology to the formal discipline of logical
analysis. In ambition, at least, this is traditional philosophy at its best.
Cherwitz and Hikins’s realization of this
ambition is hampered by two problems.
The first stems from their failure to translate their articulations of these criteria into
practical recipes accessible to and capable
of enforcement by a lay audience. Such a
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goals--Manirlieim in response to his cyunsiMarxian sympathies, a n d Cherwitz and
EIikiris b y virtue of their r e f i d to privilege scientific discourse. But both perspectives fhil to articulate strategies for permitting ordinary folk to become fill1 partners
in the dialectical proce
In each casc, the
philosopheriiritellectii~alassumes gatekeeping roles. I n contrast, many recent
versions of social constructivism seek to
withdraw the epistemological privileges of
elites or at least to render them “field
dcptwdent.”
T h e holes Cherwitz and Hikins find in
the fabric of social constructivism are familiar ones. They have been previously
identified in the reflexive statements of
contructivists. Nevertheless, the portrait of
constructivism painted by Cherwitz and
Hikins is not always ar faithful rendition.
cannot tie expected to present their
C.’
,iitics
’
cneniies in golden tones, but Cherwitz and
Hikins’s representation of the sociology of
science is at best a caricature. They ascribe
a kind of extreme relativism to this perspective that few: if any, advocates of it
hold. Cherwitz axid Hikins do not name
names; however, Robert Merton, Michael
Polanyi, and Thomas Kuhn make their bibliography, while the more radical Paul
Feyerabend does not. I n devrloping their
accoiints of the human nature of the scientific enterprise, Merton, l’olanyi, and Kuhn
were extraordinarily careful to avoid the
kind of rclativisni Cherwitz and Hikins
held.
i m p u t e to t h e sociology of s c i e n c e .
This silence, and others like it, warrants Cherwitz ancl Hikins’s sociology of science
Cherwitz and Hikins’s description of their is a straw horse attached to a c a r d h a r d
perspective as “traditionalist” rather thaii
carriage. And their constructivists are a
“postcoiistrrictivist.” Indeed, their concepvery cavalier lot, curiously unconcerned
tions of “perspectivism” arid “relationism”
aliout the problem of relativism-1)iit again
as well as the parachute they fashion for
they
are nameless. Heal constructivists,
escaping relativism have a cnrious d q u U Z L
tlmse
who write arid sign scholarly articles,
quality. No one reads Karl Mannheim anymore, b u t Cherwitz and Hikiris really are generally very concerned about the
should. Mannheim’s defense against the implications of relativiism. Most continue
implications of radical constructivisnr ( 7 ) to seek “second order” (trarisituational)
bears a remarkable resemblance to their generalizations that aren’t s o very different
view. It also shares a major weakness of from Cherwitz and Hikins’s “universals.”
their formulation: elitism. Both cpistemo- They also continiie to posit knowledge
logical stances strive toward egalitarian claims even i f they cross their t’s in the

translation is n e c e
(a) Cherwitz and Hikins want to empower
dialectics that are not secured in deference
to authority; and (b) they claim “the principles and criteria of rhetorical cpistemology are relevant to the study ofand conduct
of all modes of communicative activity,
whether by laypersons or academicians.”
T h e second prohleni with Cherwitz and
Hikins’s formulation derives froin their attempt to resuscitate J . S. Mill’s “freemarket-of-ideas” as the arbiter of truth. In
asserting that their criteria can secure such
a “marketplace,” Cherwitz and Hikins are
traditionalists indeed a r i d traditionalists
who ignore the implications of what they
present as a signal concern oftheir inquiry:
the dangers of “the information society” in
which “options come in the form of ‘soft> >,
ware.
However, in spite of these difficulties,
the attempt to establish criteria for detcrmining whether knowledge claims are subjected to rigorous and fair dialectical tests
is nevertheless laudable. Interestingly, this
attempt bears resemblance to Habermas’s
description of the ideal speech situation (6)
and Ackerman’s articulation of criteria for
neutral dialogue (1). However, unlike
these eEorts to establish the constituents of
emancipatory communication, Cherwitz
and Hikins’s project does not take into
account the role power plays in structuring
opportunities for access to t h e forums
where the decisive legitiinating tests are
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middle. For example, Aaron Cicourel, who
rejects traditional methods of measurement
in social science, nevertheless proposes
using what h e calls “indefinite triangulation” to keep the dialectic alive while at
the same time permitting us to move closer
and closer to “true” accounts of social phenomena (4).
However, glosses and caricatures are
hazards of all inquiries that pose fundamental questions about how we know. The
literature is enormous. The “knowledge
explosion” that worries Cherwitz and
Hikins has already taken its toll. Like it or
not, we are all “field dependent.” But, in
my judgment, Cherwitz and Hikins’s epistemological neoconservatism is especially
field dependent. Their reliance on “traditional” philosophical analysis not only permits skewed interpretations of sociological
p e r s p e c t i v e s on s c i e n c e , tru t 11, a n d
method. It also leads them to ignore developments in a field that is currently being
quite closely monitored by most epistemologically oriented philosophers. Cherwitz
and Hikins otf‘er 11s two sentences on “recent developments in cognitive psychology” in which they note psychology’s rediscovery ofconsciousness. Rut they do not
explore the implications of the so-called
“cognitive revolution” in psychology-a
development that poses very serious challenges to Cherwitz and Hikins’s direct realism (cf. 2 , 3, 5). For example, Bruner’s
work on perception suggests that language
is far more than packaging and that perception is certainly not immaculate and may,
in fact, be dramaturgical. If Briiner is right,
we “see” with the eye of a storyteller-a
very indirect form of realism indeed.
Since Cherwitz and Hikins’s work is full
of holes, why do I recommend it? Because
my work and your work is also full of holes,
and the holes in Cherwitz and Hikins’s
work are holes that most of us haven’t
looked through for some time. For that
reason, they may serve a s portals to new
understanding. Our rhetorical encounters
with them may open the way to discovery
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and thereby realize Cherwitz and Hikins’s
ambition to recover the ancient mission of
dialectics.
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Search f o r balance
lnternationul Broadcasting by Satellite: lssues of Regulation, Rarriers
t o C o m m u n i c a t i o n b y Jon T.
Powell. Westport, Conn.: Quorum
Books, 1985. xvi + 300 pages.
$39.95 (hard).
International Broadcasting b y Satellite
is an interesting book-both
for what it
says and for what it does not say.
First, then, what does it say? Jon Powell
has chosen to put the controversies surrounding international television broadcasting by satellite in the context of the
United Nations debate a n d t h e work
toward formulating agreements on the use
of direct broadcast satellites (DRS) at the
international level. There is an extensive

